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Abstract

We characterize all local phase-portraits of the finite and infinite singular points of the
gradient systems defined by the real harmonic polynomials in two variables.

We classify all the non-equivalent topological phase portraits of the gradient systems
in the Poincaré disc defined by harmominc polynomials of degree less than five.
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1. Introduction and statement of the main results

There are several papers studying the dynamics of the differential equations in the
plane R2 which come from holomorphic functions in one complex variable, when we
separate them in their real and imaginary components, see for instance the articles
[1, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14]. Also there are some papers studying differential equations in R4

coming from functions of one quaternion variable, see [2, 7, 15] and the papers quoted
there.

On the other hand the gradient differential equations in the plane R2 defined by
the gradient of a smooth function of two real variables have been studied by several
authors, see for example [3, 4, 11].

The objective of this paper is to study the gradient differential equations in the
plane R2 which come from harmonic polynomials of two real variables.

Let Pn(R2) be the set of harmonic polynomials of degree n ≥ 1 in the real variables
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x and y, i.e. P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2) if and only if

∂2P

∂x2
+

∂2P

∂y2
= 0.

For every polynomial P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2) we consider its associated gradient system

ẋ =
∂P

∂x
(x, y), ẏ =

∂P

∂y
(x, y). (1)

As usual the dot denotes the derivative with respect to the time t.

Our first result describes the local phase portrait of system (1) around its singular
points.

Theorem 1. Let P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2) and p ∈ R2 be a singular point of the gradient
system (1). Then the local phase portrait at the point p is union of 2(α + 1) hyperbolic
sectors with α ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. So the (topological) index of p is −α.

We can now focus on global aspects of the dynamic of system (1). Thus in our
second result we estimate the number of singular points of system (1), and the study
the relationship between the index of these points with the degree of the harmonic
polynomial P (x, y).

Theorem 2. Let P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2).

(a) The number N of the finite singular points of the gradient system (1) satisfies
1 ≤ N ≤ n − 1.

(b) The sum of the indices of all finite singular points of the gradient system (1) is
1 − n.

The third result provides the number of singular points at infinity of system (1)
depending on the degree of the harmonic polynomial defining the gradient system.

Theorem 3. Let P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2). Then gradient system (1) has 2n infinite singular
points, and all of them are hyperbolic nodes.

Finally the next result provides all phase portraits in the Poincaré disc of the gra-
dient systems associated with the harmonic polynomials of degree less than 5. See
chapter 5 of [5] for the definition and properties of the Poincaré compactification of a
polynomial differential system in the Poincaré disc.

Theorem 4. The following statements hold.

(a) The phase portrait in the Poincaré disc of the gradient systems defined by a
quadratic harmonic polynomial is topologically equivalent to the one of Figure
1.
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(a)

Figure 1: Global phase portrait of a gradient system associated with a harmonic polynomial of degree
2.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Global phase portraits of a gradient system associated with a harmonic polynomial of degree
3.

(b) The phase portrait in the Poincaré disc of the gradient system defined by a cubic
harmonic polynomial is topologically equivalent to one of the three phase portraits
of Figure 2.

(c) The phase portrait in the Poincaré disc of the gradient system defined by a quartic
harmonic polynomial is topologically equivalent to one of the nine phase portraits
of Figure 3.

Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4 are proved in section 3.

2. Preliminary results

In this section we introduce the basic definitions, notations and results which shall
be used to analyze of the local portraits of the finite and infinite singular points of
system (1).

Let Hn(R2) be the set of harmonic homogeneous polynomials of degree n ≥ 1 in the
variables x and y. Now consider the following polynomials

un(x, y) = Re((x + iy)n) =

[n/2]�

k=0

(−1)k

�
n

2k

�
xn−2ky2k,

vn(x, y) = Im((x + iy)n) =

[(n−1)/2]�

k=0

(−1)k

�
n

2k + 1

�
xn−2k−1y2k+1,
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 3: Global phase portraits of a gradient system associated with a harmonic polynomial of degree
4.

where n is a positive integer and i is the imaginary unity.

The next proposition show that the set {un(x), vn(x)} span Hn(R2) and it is proved
in [16].

Proposition 5. For n ≥ 1, the set of polynomials {un(x, y), vn(x, y)} is a basis of
Hn(R2).

The following lemmas summarize some properties of functions un(x, y) and vn(x, y).

Lemma 6. For n ≥ 1 the following properties hold.

(a) yun(x, y) + xvn(x, y) = vn+1(x, y);

(b) xun(x, y) − yvn(x, y) = un+1(x, y);

(c)
∂

∂x
un(x, y) = nun−1(x, y);

(d)
∂

∂y
un(x, y) = −nvn−1(x, y);
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(e)
∂

∂x
vn(x, y) = nvn−1(x, y);

(f)
∂

∂y
vn(x, y) = nun−1(x, y).

Proof. We have that

(x + iy)n+1 = (x + ix)(x + iy)n

= (x + iy)(un(x + iy) + ivn(x, y))
= xun(x, y) − yvn(x, y) + i(yun(x, y) + xvn(x, y)).

So vn+1(x, y) = yun(x, y)+xvn(x, y) and un+1(x, y) = xun(x, y)−yvn(x, y). This proves
statements (a) and (b).

Now we compute

∂

∂x
un(x, y) =

∂

∂x




[n/2]�

k=0

(−1)k

�
n

2k

�
xn−2ky2k


 ,

=

[(n−1)/2]�

k=0

(−1)k(n − 2k)

�
n

2k

�
xn−2k−1y2k,

= n

[(n−1)/2]�

k=0

(−1)k

�
n − 1

2k

�
xn−2k−1y2k,

= nun−1(x, y).

So statement (c) is proved. In a similar way can be proved statements (d), (e) and
(f).

Lemma 7. If P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2), then there are αi, βi ∈ R for i = 0, . . . , n such that

Pn(x, y) = α0 + β0 +
n�

i=1

αiui(x, y) + βivi(x, y),

where |αn| + |βn| �= 0.

Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 5.

Lemma 8. If P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2), then

G(x, y) =

� y

0

∂P

∂x
(0, t)dt −

� x

0

∂P

∂y
(t, y)dt

is a first integral of the gradient system (1).
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Proof. Since that P (x, y) is a harmonic polynomial of degree n ≥ 1, it follows that
G(x, y) is also a polynomial of degree n such that

∂G

∂x
(x, y) = −∂P

∂y
(x, y),

and
∂G

∂y
(x, y) =

∂

∂y

�
−
� x

0

∂P

∂y
(t, y)dt +

� y

0

∂P

∂x
(0, t)dt

�

= −
� x

0

∂2P

∂y2
(t, y)dt +

∂P

∂x
(0, y)

=

� x

0

∂2P

∂x2
(t, y)dt +

∂P

∂x
(0, y) =

∂P

∂x
(x, y).

So we have �
∂G

∂x

∂P

∂x
+

∂G

∂y

∂P

∂y

�
(x, y) = 0.

Therefore G(x, y) is a first integral of the gradient system (1).

We associate to each harmonic polynomial a complex function associated as follows.
Given the polynomial P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2) we define the complex polynomial

RP (z, z̄) =
∂P

∂x
(x, y) − i

∂P

∂y
(x, y) ,

where z = x + iy.

In what follows we establish some properties of the complex function RP (z, z̄).

Lemma 9. Let P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2).

(a)
∂RP

∂z̄
(z, z̄) = 0.

(b) RP (z, z̄) is a polynomial of degree n − 1 in the variables z and z̄.

(c) A point (x, y) ∈ R2 is a singular point of the gradient system (1) if and only if
the complex number z = x + iy is a zero of the polynomial RP (z, z̄).

Proof. The real part u(x, y) and the imaginary part v(x, y) of RP (z, z̄) are

u(x, y) =
∂P

∂x
(x, y) and v(x, y) = −∂P

∂y
(x, y) ,

respectively. Therefore the partial derivatives of u(x, y) and v(x, y) are

∂u

∂x
=

∂2P

∂x2
(x, y) ,

∂u

∂y
=

∂2P

∂y∂x
(x, y) ,

∂v

∂x
= − ∂2P

∂x∂y
(x, y) ,

∂v

∂y
= −∂2P

∂y2
(x, y) .
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Since P (x, y) is a harmonic polynomial, these partial derivatives have the following
relationships:

∂u

∂x
=

∂v

∂y

∂u

∂y
= −∂v

∂x
.

So RP (z, z̄) satisfies the Cauchy–Riemann equations, and consequently

∂RP

∂z̄
(z, z̄) = 0

This proved statement (a).

Now we determine the polynomial RP (z, z̄) in function of the coefficients of P (x, y).
Using Lemma 7 we have that

P (x, y) = α0 + β0 +
n�

k=1

αkuk(x, y) + βkvk(x, y), with |αn| + |βn| �= 0.

Using Lemma 6 we get

∂P

∂x
(x, y) =

n�

k=1

k(αkuk−1(x, y) + βkvk−1(x, y)),

∂P

∂y
(x, y) =

n�

k=1

k(−αkvk−1(x, y) + βkuk−1(x, y)).

(2)

Therefore

RP (z, z̄) =
n�

k=1

k(αkuk−1(x, y) + βkvk−1(x, y)) − i

n�

k=1

k(−αkvk−1(x, y) + βkuk−1(x, y))

=
n�

k=1

k(αk − iβk)(Re(zk−1) + iIm(zk−1))

=
n�

k=1

k(αk − iβk)z
k−1.

As αn, βn ∈ R are such that |αn| + |βn| �= 0 it follows that RP (z, z̄) is a polynomial in
z of degree n − 1. This proves statement (b). Statement (c) follows directly from the
definition of RP (z, z̄).

Using statement (c) of Lemma 9 we define the multiplicity of the singular point
(x, y) ∈ R2 of the gradient system (1) as the multiplicity of the complex number z =
x + iy as a zero of the polynomial RP (z, z̄).

Remark 10. If (x, y) is a singular point of the gradient system (1) defined by P (x, y) ∈
Pn(R2), then its multiplicity is at most n − 1.
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3. Proofs of the theorems

Proof of Theorem 1. Let P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2). Without loss of generality we can assume
that (0, 0) is a singular point of the gradient system (1) of multiplicity α with α ≤ n−1,
i.e., z = 0 + i0 is a root of multiplicity α of the polynomial RP (z, z̄). Therefore, using
Lemma 9 we can rewrite,

RP (z, z̄) = (aα + ibα)zα + zαQ(z)

where (aα + ibα) ∈ C \ {0}, and Q(z) is a polynomial such that Q(0) = 0 and
degree(Q(z)) ≥ 1. So the real part u(x, y) and the imaginary part v(x, y) of RP (z, z̄)
are

u(x, y) = aαRe(zα) − bαIm(zα) + Re(zα)Re(Q(z)) − Im(zα)Im(Q(z)),

v(x, y) = aαIm(zα) + bαRe(zα) + Im(zα)Re(Q(z)) + Re(zα)Im(Q(z)).

From the definition of multiplicity of a singular point it follows that

∂P

∂x
(x, y) = aαRe((x + iy)α) − bαIm((x + iy)α) + Re((x + iy)α)Re(Q((x + iy)))

−Im((x + iy)α)Im(Q((x + iy))),

∂P

∂y
(x, y) = −aαIm((x + iy)α) − bαRe((x + iy)α) − Im((x + iy)α)Re(Q((x + iy)))

−Re((x + iy)α)Im(Q((x + iy))).

In order to identify the local phase portrait of (0, 0) we apply the polar blow up (x, y) =
(r cos θ, r sin θ) and get the following system, which after the rescaling of the time
ds = r1−αdt, it can be written as

ṙ = r
�
aα cos((α + 1)θ) − bα sin((α + 1)θ) + Re(ei(α+1)θQ(reiθ))

�
,

θ̇ = −aα sin((α + 1)θ) − bα cos((α + 1)θ) − Im(ei(α+1)θQ(reiθ)),

where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to s. This system has 2(α+1) singular
points with r = 0. In particular, if (r, θ) = (0, θj) is one of them, then θj is a zero of
the function ϕ(θ) = −aα sin((α + 1)θ)− bα cos((α + 1)θ), and its eigenvalues are ϕ�(θj)
and −ϕ�(θj)/(α + 1). Therefore (0, θj) is a hyperbolic saddle. Going back through the
changes of variables we get that the local phase portrait at the singular point (0, 0) is
given by 2(α + 1) hyperbolic sectors, and by the Poincaré formula of the index (see
for instance section 6.7 of [5]), the index of this singular point is the −α. Hence the
theorem is proved.

We can rewrite Theorem 1 in terms of the multiplicity of the singular point.

Remark 11. Let P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2) and p ∈ R2 be a singular point of system (1) of
multiplicity α. Then the local phase portrait at the point p is union of 2(α+1) hyperbolic
sectors, and its index is −α.
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Proof of Theorem 2. We consider P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2). By Lemma 9 RP (z, z̄) is a polyno-
mial of degree n − 1, and ∂RP (z, z̄)/∂z̄ = 0. By the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra
RP (z, z̄) has n − 1 complex zeros counting their multiplicities. If z1, z2, . . . , zk are the
distinct zeros of RP (z, z̄), with multiplicities α1,α2, . . . ,αk respectively, then

RP (z, z̄) = c(z − z1)
α1(z − z2)

α2 . . . (z − zk)
αk

where c ∈ C \ {0} and α1 + . . . + αk = n − 1. Now from statement (c) of Lemma
9 we get that the gradient system (1) has the singular points (Re(zl), Im(zl)) ∈ R2

for l = 1, . . . , k. The multiplicities of these singular points are αl for l = 1, . . . , k.
Therefore from the Remark (11) we get that the sum of the indices of all singular points
is
�k

l=1 αl = 1 − n. This completes the proof of the statements of the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 3. From (2) the gradient system (1) defined by the harmonic poly-
nomial P (x, y) ∈ Pn(R2) is

ẋ =
∂P

∂x
(x, y) =

n�

k=1

k(αkuk−1(x, y) + βkvk−1(x, y)),

ẏ =
∂P

∂y
(x, y) =

n�

k=1

k(−αkvk−1(x, y) + βkuk−1(x, y)),

with
|αn| + |βn| �= 0. (3)

From the Poincaré compactification the infinite singular points in the Poincaré disc of
the gradient system (1) are determined by the real solutions of the system

y(αnun−1(x, y) + βnvn−1(x, y)) − x(−αnvn−1(x, y) + βnun−1(x, y)) = 0, x2 + y2 = 1.

Then, by statements (a) and (b) of Lemma 6, taking (x, y) = (cos θ, sin θ) and z = eiθ

we have that the solutions of the previous system are the zeros of the function

G(θ) = αnvn(cos θ, sin θ) − βnun(cos θ, sin θ)

= αnIm(zn) − benRe(zn)

= αn sin(nθ) − βn cos(nθ).

This function has 2n simple zeros in [0, 2π). So the gradient system (1) has 2n infinite
singular points. Now we shall determine the local phase portraits at these infinite
singular points studying the compactification of the gradient system in the local charts
U1 and U2, using the notation of chapter 5 of [5].
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The expression of the gradient system in the local chart U1 is

u̇ = −
n�

i=1

kvn−k
�
(αku − βk)uk−1(1, u) + (αk + βku)vk−1(1, u)

�

= −
n�

i=1

kvn−k(αkvk(1, u) − βkuk(1, u)
�
,

v̇ = −
n�

i=1

kvn+1−k
�
αkuk−1(1, u) + βkvk−1(1, u)

�
,

(4)

where in the expression of u̇ we have used statements (a) and (b) of Lemma 6. If (u0, 0)
is an infinite singular point of this system, then u0 is a real root of the polynomial

F (u) = n(αnvn(1, u) − βnun(1, u)). (5)

We note that θ0 satisfies G(θ0) = 0 if and only if tan(θ0) satisfies F (tan(θ0)) = 0.

The linear part of system (4) at the infinite singular point (u0, 0) has the two eigen-
values

λ1 = n(αnv
�
n(1, u0) − βnu

�
n(1, u0)) = n2(αnun−1(1, u0) + βnvn−1(1, u0)) = n2ζ,

and λ2 = nζ, where we have used statements (d) and (f) of Lemma 6. It clear that
λ1λ2 ≥ 0. We claim that λ1λ2 > 0, so all the infinite singular points will be hyperbolic
nodes, except perhaps the origin of the local chart U2 in case that it be an infinite
singular point.

Now we prove the claim. Assume that λ1λ2 = 0. Then αnun−1(1, u0)+βnvn−1(1, u0) =
0 and from (5), it follows that

�
−vn(1, u0) un(1, u0)
un−1(1, u0) vn−1(1, u0)

��
αn

βn

�
=

�
0
0

�
. (6)

The determinant of the matrix associated to this linear system in the variables αn and
βn is

−vn(1, u0)vn−1(1, u0) − un(1, u0)un−1(1, u0) =

−(u0un−1(1, u0) + vn−1(1, u0))vn−1(1, u0) − (un−1(1, u0) − u0vn−1(1, u0))un−1(1, u0) =

−v2
n−1(1, u0) − u2

n−1(1, u0) =

− (Im((1 + iu0)
n−1))

2 − (Re((1 + iu0)
n−1))

2
< 0,

where again we have used statements (a) and (b) of Lemma 6. Since the determinant of
the linear system (5) is non–zero, we get that (αn, βn) = (0, 0), which is in contradiction
with (3). Hence the claim is proved.
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Working in a similar way as we did in local chart U1 we obtain that the gradient
system (1) in the local chart U2 is

u̇ =
n�

i=1

kvn−k(αkvk(u, 1) − βkuk(u, 1)),

v̇ =
n�

i=1

kvn+1−k(αkvk−1(u, 1) − βkuk−1(u, 1)).

Using the same arguments of the chart U1 we can prove that, if the origin of the local
chart U2 is an infinite singular point then it is a hyperbolic node. So the gradient system
(1) has exactly 2n singular points at infinity, and all of them are hyperbolic nodes.

Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that P (x, y) is a harmonic polynomial of degree 2, then
the gradient system (1) is linear. Applying Theorems 1 and 2 we have that the system
admits a unique finite singularity which is of saddle type. From Theorem 3 it follows
that this system has four infinite singularities, which are hyperbolic nodes. Therefore
we get that the global phase portrait in the Poincaré disc for this system is topologically
equivalent to the phase portrait of Figure 1. This proves statement (a).

Assume now that P (x, y) is a harmonic polynomial of degree 3. From Theorems
1, 2 and 3 we get all the information about the local phase portraits of the finite and
infinite singular points for the grandient system (1). In particular one of the following
cases holds:

Either the gradient system (1) has two finite singular points, each one having four
hyperbolic sectors, and six infinite singular points all of them hyperbolic nodes.

Or the gradient system (1) has a unique finite singularity, having six hyperbolic sectors,
and six infinite singular points all of them hyperbolic nodes.

The finite singular points of our gradient systems are formed by four or six hyperbolic
sectors their topological index are −1 or −2, respectively. So these systems cannot
have periodic orbits because the sum of the indices in the bounded region limited by a
periodic orbit must be one, see for instance Theorem 6.8.1 of [12]. Moreover our gradient
systems cannot have graphics because the unique possible graphics must involve the
finite singular points having hyperbolic sectors, and consequently such graphics either
are formed by a singular point and a homoclinic orbit to it, or by two singular points
and two heteroclinic orbits connected them. But such graphics again in the bounded
region limited by them must satisfy that the sum of the indices in that region must
be one, and this is not possible. Therefore, by the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem (see
for instance Theorem 1.30 of [5]) the α– and ω–limit sets of any orbit always are a
finite or an infinite singular point. So the phase portrait of a gradient system defined
by a harmonic polynomial of degree 3 is topologically equivalent to some of the phase
portraits of Figure 2. This proves statement (b).
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Finally assume now that P (x, y) is a harmonic polynomial of degree 4. From The-
orems 1, 2 and 3 one of the following cases hold:

Either the gradient system (1) has three finite singular points, each one having four
hyperbolic sectors, and eight infinite singular points all of them hyperbolic nodes.

Or the gradient system (1) has two finite singular points, one having four hyperbolic
sectors and the other having six of those sectors, and eight infinite singular points
all of them hyperbolic nodes.

Or the gradient system (1) has a unique finite singularity, having eight hyperbolic
sectors, and eight infinite singular points all of them hyperbolic nodes.

Consequently the phase portraits of a gradient system defined by a harmonic polynomial
of degree 4 must be topologically equivalent to some of the phase portraits of Figure 2.
This proves statement (c). This completes the proof of the theorem.
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